
PRICE LIST
Please don't hesitate to get in touch, am open to custom 

packages if what your looking for isn't here.

Thank You

CONTACT : amylouisebaker.design@gmail .com |  www.amylouisebaker.com



PEOPLE PHOTOGRAPHY

Headshots, Lifestyle, Business and Branding.

Will provide a gallery of the raw images for you to pick your 
favourites for the final edits and retouch.



PEOPLE PHOTOGRAPHY

Mini Session £80

• 30 Minutes  • 5 Digital Photos • Brighton Hove Location

Regular Session £140

•60 Minutes  • 10 Digital Photos • Brighton Hove Location

Full Session £240

•2 Hours  • 20 Digital Photos  • Brighton Hove Location

Includes colour editing and light retouching



COLOUR EDITING AND LIGHT RETOUCH

BEFORE AFTER



ILLUSTRATION

 I always start each illustration by getting you to fill in creative brief 
(shared as a google doc ) so I have all the info I need to get 

started. You may have your own creative brief which am happy to 
use as long as it covers all the info requested in the brief provided. 

If needed, I can create a basic moodboard, for your approval, to 
capture the tone and vibe of the project

Will then create a black and white pencil sketch for your approval. 
Larger edits can be done here.

Then will provide the final illustration, colour edits, texture and 
final tweaks can be done



ILLUSTRATION

Starting From £80

• Moodboard  • Initial pencil sketch for your approval  • Source File

My day rate is £200 ( £25 per hour ), quote will depend on complexity of the illustration.



PRODUCT PHOTOGRAPHY

Includes access to backdrops, props, small studio space, professional lighting, 
camera equipment, Adobe Software (Bridge, Lightroom, Photoshop) moodboard, 

art direction and models
----

I divide the types of photos into: Basic, Standard, Lifestyle, Lifestyle with Model

PROCESS:

1. Fill in Creative Brief
2. I will create a moodboard and final shot list for your approval
3. Shoot and edit your photos
4. I will send  small, cropped, watermarked photos for you to check tones, lighting
5. On full receipt of payment will send you the high resolution images



BASIC

£15 Per Photo

• Studio Shoot  • Plain Background.

If the environment remains the same (just a product swap) subsequent photos are £10



STANDARD

£20 Per Photo

• Studio Shoot  • Plain Background.  • Simple styling with props  • Basic Moodboard

If the environment/ props remain the same (just a product swap) subsequent photos are £15



LIFESTYLE

£30 Per Photo

A lifestyle shoot of how it would appear in its natural environment eg a bathroom or dressing table
• Moodboard  • Product styling with props

If the environment/ props remain the same (just a product swap) subsequent photos are £20

ello!

I'm a Product and Lifestyle Photographer based in Brighton, UK.

Let me help you shoot beautiful lifestyle, fashion, product shots, with a relatable 
/ lifestyle model, to showcase your product, eg clothing, accessories, jewellery, 
home decor etc.

Each shot includes / use of:

One relatable / lifestyle model

Outdoor location in Brighton / Hove area ( eg beach, countryside, urban)

Or in my brightly lit, white wall, wooden floor home

Or on a plain background

If the location remains the exact same as the initial photo (just a product swap) 
can offer a 20% discount on further photos.



ello!

I'm a Product and Lifestyle Photographer based in Brighton, UK.

Let me help you shoot beautiful lifestyle, fashion, product shots, with a relatable 
/ lifestyle model, to showcase your product, eg clothing, accessories, jewellery, 
home decor etc.

Each shot includes / use of:

One relatable / lifestyle model

Outdoor location in Brighton / Hove area ( eg beach, countryside, urban)

Or in my brightly lit, white wall, wooden floor home

Or on a plain background

If the location remains the exact same as the initial photo (just a product swap) 
can offer a 20% discount on further photos.

LIFESTYLE WITH MODEL

£30 Per Photo, plus model fee of £15 per hour. One hour minimum then by 15 minutes.

• Moodboard  • Relatable lifestyle model  • Product styling  • Outdoor location  • Or my home  • Or a plain background in my home studio

If the environment/ props remain the same (just a product swap) subsequent photos are £25



PRODUCT PHOTOGRAPHY NOTES

Need the product returned? include a pre-paid return label in the package 
or have one emailed over!

I have access to lots of props, and happy to purchase more if they are 
general. For very specific prop requests, there may be an additional charge.

Please don't hesitate to get in touch and am open to custom packages if 
what your looking for isn't here.

Thank You


